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Teaching and Learning Cycle is 
● a pedagogy of apprenticeship, based on 

sociocultural theory of learning (with others 
before on your own)

● integrates reading, writing, and speaking (not 
reading block separate from writing block)

● puts disciplinary learning at the center of the 
instructional design 

● goal of language development is not language 
itself but disciplinary learning

● makes language visible by teaching it 
explicitly versus assuming children will pick it 
up “like sponges”

● it always considers the whole text and moves 
language from teaching it at a sentence level 
to teaching language at a genre level by 
asking a question “What is the purpose for 
writing this” and “What language choices do I 
need to make here to meet the purpose?”



Planning with the End in Mind



Stage 1 Examples in Science and Math

Grade: 4

Content area: science

Unit: Energy and Motion

Essential Question: 

How does electricity work?

Learning Genres: Procedures, 
Recounts, Explanations

Summative Genre: Causal 
Explanation

Grade: 3

Content area: Math

Math Practice 1: Make sense of 
problems and persevere in solving 
them.

Question: Explain how you got 
your answer.

Summative Genre: Procedural 
Recount



Building Knowledge



Stage 2: Experiences and Experiments

• Hands on learning 
• Read and research 
• Learning through 

talking 
• Recording 

observations
• Taking notes in 

science journals



De-Construction



Electricity requires a path to 
flow through.  For electricity to 
work, it needs an energy source 
such as a battery. It also needs 
a conductor, a special wire that 
carries energy from one end of 
the source. Then it connects 
back to the source at the other 
end. It creates a closed circuit 
for electricity to flow through. 
That’s how electricity works.

First I collected the materials: a 
copper wire, an LED light, 
scotch tape, and two small 
button batteries.  Then I put the 
two button batteries together 
(facing the same direction so 
that + on one battery is touching 
the – on the other). I taped two 
pieces of wire onto the batteries, 
one on the top and one on the 
bottom. That’s how I made my 
electric circuit.

Recount: How I Made an 
Electric Circuit 

Explanation: How 
Electricity Works





Joint Construction

Key Idea:
“The best scaffolding of writing is 

the conversations teacher has 
with students about how 
language works in texts”

JC: “Guided conversations in the 
context of shared experience”



Independent Writing



Review and Assess








